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hearing the " little fright" At the end of the first act he had
allowed that "there was something very extraordinary in the
girl." At the close of the second he was in a perfect trans-
port of admiration. " You ask me," he exclaimed, " what
wonders I have seen in Italy, where every thing has been de-
scribed scores of times; and. you tell me there is nothing in.
Paris worth seeing, where, in truth, you have a new and per-
fect wonder. I went abroad to find antiquity dead and crum-
bling into dust; I return here to find it full of life and soul,
embodied in yonder frail reed, &c., &c., &c." On the follow-
ing Monday the feuilleton of the Debate, redolent with enthusi-
asm from beginning to end, revealed to the world the wondrous
creature whose existence it had hitherto ignored. Eight days
after, the receipts began to tell in the treasury of the Theatre
Frangais; within a fortnight, the fashionable absentees were
hastily quitting their chateaux to witness in Paris the dra-
matic revolution operated by the young Jewess. Without seek-
ing to detract from merit too universally acknowledged not to
be real, it must be owned that so suuden a triumph was more
the work of what in France is emphatically denominated La
Clique than the result of that merit. To Jules Janin belongs the
credit of having in the space of a week turned the tide of for-
tune and placed this new idol on the pedestal. She might in
time have climbed alone, but by him she was lifted there at once.
Mr. Granier de Cassagnac was at this time publishing in
" La Presse" a series of highly interesting and curious articles
on the Classic Orama, in which he emitted, supporting them
with admirable reasons, the most extraordinary opinions.
Among his Quixotic attempts was one which, had it succeed-
ed, would have completely reversed the mise en scenenow adopt-
ed : the talented critic insisted that the tragedies of Racine
and Corneille should be brought on the stage with the cos-
tumes in vogue at the time they were written; that Achilles
and Julius Caesar should appear in flowing wig and small
sword, doublet and hose, and Andromaque and Be're'mce in
the brocade gowns of the reign of Louis XIV. He held the
Greek and Roman dresses designed by David, and first intro-
duced by Talma, to be perfectly absurd, ridiculous, and out of
place, especially those of the Roman women.

